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Abstract—Rather than data on unprocessed numbers, facts, 

and figures, everyone today  is  interested  in  well-formatted  
and fully depicted portraits. As a result, data visualization 
techniques  are  expanding   into   the   commercial   sphere.   As 
it is simple for both technical and non-technical people to 
understand, it not only raises the bar for the business sector     
but also promotes numerous inventions and analyses. Currently, 
data visualization is at a high height, from commercial to  
notable scientific advances. This essay will emphasize the value  
of data analysis and the application of some practical and 
cutting-edge technologies that will raise the bar for all types of 
representations. Using a well-formatted superstore  dataset  as  
an example, Tableau software will be used to demonstrate its 
graphical application. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data analysis has been discussed in a variety of ways by 

various authors. It is the representation of any type of data    

or information using some common images or graphics, such 

as infographics, graphics charts, and animations, in order for 

any type of reader and audience to understand  [13],  [14]. 

This makes it easier to analyze complex data relationships   

and to derive a variety of insights from the data, making it 

possible to foresee hidden trends in the data. As in the big 

data era, numerous elements like volume, veracity, diversity, 

and many more must be taken into account and are nearly 

difficult to assess using outdated methods and technologies. 

Even for expert users and analysts, it can be quite difficult to 

understand the underlying patterns in huge data. Therefore, 

visualization is a crucial component of any analysis. [14] 

There are several general purposes for data visualization. 

 

These main goals are listed below: 

• Idea illustration 

• Visual discovery 

• Idea generation 

A. Idea illustration: 

Data visualization based on ideas a method or procedure, for 

example, can be better understood when it is shown. In order 

 

to facilitate communication between the appropriate parties  

on certain tasks, it can also be used to illustrate organisational 

structures or procedures. It is frequently employed in edu- 

cational settings such as tutorials, certification programmes, 

and centres of excellence. Abstraction is used to represent  

and to more fully comprehend the information management 

process within an enterprise’s data flow through data modeling, 

enabling developers, data architects, business analysts, and 

others to have a better understanding of the links in a data 

repository. 

 
B. Visual exploration: 

Visual discovery and routine data visualisation are becoming 

more and more firmly linked with data teams. While data 

analysts, data scientists, and other professionals can identify 

trends and patterns in a dataset with the help of visual 

discovery, regular data visualisation supports the following 

narrative when a new insight has really been found. 

 
C. Idea generation: 

Data visualization is widely used to promote group 

brainstorming. During group brainstorming at the start of a 

project, they often used to encourage the gathering of various 

points of view and pay attention to the challenges that the 

group shares. Even though these visualizations are typically 

rough around the edges, they help set the project’s foundation 

and ensure that the team is in agreement about the problem 

that they are working to resolve for key stakeholders. Well, 

there are several techniques to perform data visualization. We 

can find various proofs that visualization has been practiced 

since the 17th  of  century.  With  the  running  of  several 

time periods and eras, people leveraged data analysis for 

multi-purposes and multi-disciplines such as finances, health 

sectors, logistics, medicines, geographic locations, and many 

more. There are thousands of data visualization techniques. 

Among them, the most common techniques will be discussed 

below: 
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1) Tables:: This representation includes rows and columns 

which are commonly used in the representation and compar- 

ison of different dependent and independent variables. This 

technique aids in portraying data in a well-organized and 

simpler way. The image shown below is the table: 

 

Fig. 1. Representation of the table 

 

Here, blue represents columns while the brown one represents 

row 

2) Area chart and line chart:: These graphics, which are 

commonly used in predictive analytics, by plotting a set of data 

points through time, you may show how one or more quantities 

have changed. Area charts stack parameters on top of one 

another, connect data points by line segments and display these 

changes using lines in line graphs, whereas and employ colour 

to distinguish between variables. Pictures given below are the 

examples of bar chart and area chart respectively: 

 

 
Fig.  2.   Line chart 

 

 

 
Fig.  3.   Area chart 

 

3) Histograms:: The volume of information falling inside  

a particular range is represented by this graph, which depicts   

a bar chart showing how the data are distributed (without 

spaces between the bars). With the help of this visual, a user 

can detect outliers with relative ease in a given dataset. The 

portal representation of the histogram is shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.  4.  Histograms 

 
4) Scatter plots:: These illustrations are frequently used 

during regression data analysis because they are useful in 

revealing the connection between two elements. However, 

these can occasionally be confused with bubble charts, which 

use the x-axis, y-axis, and bubble size to represent three 

different variables. The picture below represents a scatter plot: 

All of the pictures explained above introduce data visualization 

 

 
Fig.  5.   Scatter plots 

 

in a brief. In the paper ahead, several works done ahead on 

data visualizations will be discussed and a case study will be 

done relying on a particular dataset. 

II.  CASE STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF SEVERAL 

WORKS DONE ON DATA VISUALIZATION 

A. Tableau: 

Tableau is a fantastic business intelligence and data 

visualization application for reporting and analyzing 

enormous data sets. Tableau was established in the United 

States in  2003,  and  Salesforce  acquired  it  in  June  2019.  

In order to visualize and analyse data to support business 

decision-making, it helps users create a variety various charts, 

mappings, dashboards, and storylines. [1], [6] 
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B. Domain dataset: 

For the  successful  completion  of  review  and  research  

on this topic, I have chosen an eminent dataset known as 

‘Sample Superstore’ which consists of several categorical, 

geographical, date, measures, and as well as  parameter  

values  which  are  almost  efficient  to  perform  a  review   

on visualization techniques. Using this dataset, different  

visual representations and  charts  will  be  drawn  via  the  

help  of  Tableau  public  software.  Some  techniques   that 

will be implemented are bar charts, pie charts, line charts, 

histograms, tree maps, bullet charts, and tables. Data given 

below represents data information about the dataset that will 

be going to be used. Below the table is the representation of 

the dataset which almost consists of around 10000 tuples of 

data. Generally, we cannot analyze this massive dataset with 

numerical representation and even if we try to understand it  

in numerical format, it will consume a massive amount of 

time to perform simple analysis. Thus, pictorial representation 

plays a significant role, and data visualization technique 

comes into existence. The portrait above is taken as a 

 
 

 
Fig.  6.   Tableau UI 

 

screenshot from a tableau which consists of several data 

columns. Those data are categorized as: 

 

 

1) Dimension:: In this type, data consist  of  a  category 

i.e., categorical type of data that gives information about the 

category that the user is engaged with. These kinds of values 

could provide a cluster or group that gives an information 

about the group in which the data falls under. Here, two 

different data that holds different property such as date which 

holds date type of data which is one of the best features in 

tableau from which different timelines about the acquisition  

of data can be done and significantly helps in time series 

analysis in a different type of tools and geographical data can 

be seen that gives and information of particular state. 

 

 

2) Measures:: Hold types of data that can be calculated. 

For instance, columns likewise Sales, Quantity, Discount, etc. 

are measure values. 

 
 

3) Bar Chart:: This is a widely used type of visualization 

technique which is responsible for summarizing a set of 

categorical data on the basis of either continuous or discrete 

values. In maximum functionalities, continuous data are 

converted to categorical values using auto-binning features 

that mostly exist in any kind  of  tools  and  techniques  of  

data visualization. In a bar chart, we can perform different 

functionalities like splitting columns into another categorical 

column or data, or to split it into a same column but separated 

by colors. Here, the implementation of the bar chart is given 

below: In the above depicted graph, the x-axis is taken from 

 
 

 
Fig. 7. Implemented bar chart 

 
category type i.e., Sub-Category, and sales are taken from 

measures value. Further enhancement in this technique is  

done where different color is shown sub-category wise and 

text is taken from the measure which shows the data in a text 

format which clearly helps to visualize the number of sales  

made. From it, we can analyze the sales status based on a 

category of product that the Superstore is selling [12]. 

 

 

4) Pie chart:: It’s  a circular representation of data which  

is also called a pie shape. It is one of the graphs that are most 

frequently used to display data because it uses the charac- 

teristics of spheres, circles, and angular data to reflect actual 

information. A pie chart has a circular shape, with the pie 

representing the entire set of data and the slices representing its 

many components, which are recorded separately. This picture 

is mostly used depict percentiles as it gives information about 
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as per the area of proportions covered. Given below shows an 

implementation of a pie chart. [8] 

 

 

 
Fig. 8. Implemented pie chart 

 

Here, the given chart indicates that the western region has 

maximum sales values which are in a percentile of 31.58% 

and the region south has minimum percentiles of sales i.e., 

17.05%. From this descriptive analysis, a business analyst can 

plan for setting his business accordingly making a proper plan 

as per the demand of their products in different regions. 

5) Line chart:: It is a type of graphic data representation in 

which points are continuously connected by lines. Depending 

on the data under investigation, the line might be straight or 

might be curved. The easiest way to depict quantitative data 

between two variables is using a line, which can be straight   

or curved. Line charts use lines to display information. Since  

it offers a clear depiction of the data, line charts are used by 

traders, investors, and financial officers to show the high and 

low within market for a specified value. Talking about the line 

charts on the tableau, it is used on the dataset which consists 

of date type. Implementation of a line chart is given below: In 

 

 
Fig. 9. Implemented line chart 

 

the picture above, a simple line chart is implemented which 

consists of the date in the x axis and the profit on the y-axis. 

This chart helps to explain the trend of profit year-wise. It 

indicates that the company is earning profit in an increasing 

amount day by day as the line is inclined almost in a straight 

form. 

6) Histograms:: A histogram is a visual representation of 

data points grouped into user-specified intervals. By gathering 

several data points and organising them into useful ranges     

or bins, the histogram, which resembles a bar graph in 

appearance, condenses a trend line into an understandable 

picture. It consists of two axes where the y-axis generally 

depicts the percentage or count of occurrences in data for each 

column. Columns are used in the visualization of patterns of 

data distribution. [4] 

7) Tree Maps:: For the display of hierarchical data, there 

are three maps. They are constructed by a collection of nested 

rectangles whose sizes are proportionate to the associated  

data value. A wide rectangle is used to represent a branch      

of a data tree, and smaller rectangles are used to represent    

the size of the individual nodes within that branch. [4] On  

data panels, tree maps are frequently seen. To give visual 

variation to a busy interface, designers frequently select them. 

Tree maps, however, provide a number of challenges to quick 

comprehension as they are complicated image. This is the 

fundamental prerequisite for any data shown on a dashboard. 

The picture depicted above is an implementation of treemaps 

 

 
Fig. 10. Implemented tree map 

 

using a tableau which can be implemented by using one 

dimension and one measures value in a tableau. Here an 

advanced form of a tree map is drawn where size shows the 

figure of sales state-wise which indicates that California is the 

state with the highest sales value followed by New York with 

figure 457,688 whereas North Dakota has minimum sales with 

a figure of 920. Moreover, the colors that are shown above 

represent amount of profit state-wise. The red color signifies 

states that are bearing losses whereas the green box shows 

earning a profit. Here, the transparency of colors changes as 

per the amount of profit or loss that happened in states. 

8) Bullet charts:: In a bullet graph, a bar is tagged with 

additional encodings to represent progress toward a goal or 

performance in comparison to a reference line. With extra 

visual elements added to each bar to add more detail, each   

bar concentrates the user’s attention on a single measurement. 
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Meters and gauges, which predominated early dashboards  

and reports, are replaced by the Stephen Few-designed bullet 

graph. It offers more information in a more condensed area, 

making a small dashboard the perfect fit. A bar that represents 

the featured metric appears in a bullet graph. With its vibrant 

color and prominent line, compared to the rest of the graph, 

this bar sticks out. It stands at the center of the graph. An axis 

with a quantitative scale has a reference line that is perpen-  

dicular to the bar and symbolizes a goal or other significant 

threshold. Whenever the main bar passes the reference line, 

the target has been attained or the circumstance has changed 

[15]. The chart shown below depicts the implementation of the 

bullet chart on the tableau Here, a given bullet chart is used 

 

 

 
Fig. 11. Implemented bullet chart 

 

to compare the status of sales between the years 2016 and 

2017. The bar represents the year 2017 whereas a small black 

colored line represents sales made in the year 2016. Color is 

used to represent profit status in the year 2017. In this chart, 

the maximum sales seems to be increased in 2017 in each   

and every subcategory except a few of them which seemed    

to be decreasing. It helps analysts and sales representatives to 

analyze the reason for decrease of sales in particular categories 

and further prescriptive measures that need to be taken to come 

over with followed trends by data. 

9) Tables:: Using a table form view, a tabular visualization 

enables you to present data from such a metric collection.      

If you didn’t select the alternative type,  the  visualization 

type that is first utilized when choosing data is a table, 

ordinarily referred to as a list box or a data table. The visual 

representation of the table is given below: The table depicted 

above represents a table with measure names at the top and  

the reason as an index of a column followed by a category. 

And, it also has two different measures depicted i.e., profit  

and discount. All in all, from the above we can easily analyze 

the discount given and profit happened in several regions. In 

above, the central region has faced a loss of $ 2871 in an    

item i.e., Furniture but in all other categories, everything is     

in profit. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12.   Implemented table 

 

 
 

10) Story in tableau:: A story in Tableau is a series of 

visualizations used in concert to  convey  information.  You 

can use stories to make a strong argument, give context, 

illustrate how decisions affect results, or just tell a data 

narrative. The portrait given below depicts a portrait  of  a 

story in tableau. Because a story is a sheet, you can create, 

identify, and manage stories in the same ways that you do  

with worksheets and dashboards.  A  story  is  also  a  group  

of sheets that have been organized in a certain order. Story  

points are the individual sheets that make up a story. In a 

portrait given below two visual representations are used to 

make which operates sequentially so that it will aid users in 

easily understand and visualizing data. [1] 
 

 
Fig.  13.   Story tableau 

 

 

 

 
11) Dashboard in tableau:: It is a collection of various 

views that allows you to compare numerous pieces of data at 

once. Instead of navigating to different worksheets, you can 

construct a dashboard that shows all the images at once, for 

instance, if you have a group of pictures that you evaluate 

every day. Dashboards can be accessed from tabs there at 

bottom of a workbook, just like worksheets. A sheet’s data    

is related to any dashboards that contain it, so when you edit   

a sheet, those dashboards also change, and the reverse. Both 

the sheets and the dashboards are updated with the most recent 
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information from data sources. [16]. The image shown below 

represents an interactive dashboard made using four different 

sheets. 

 

 
Fig. 14.   Dashboard in tableau 

 

 
III. APPLICATIONS: 

The majority of visualization designs are intended to im- 

prove cognition and support decisionmaking. How well a data 

visualization will be used must be taken into consideration 

when developing and creating a prototype. Data visualization 

requires picking and rethinking the figures that serve as the ba- 

sis for the portrayal, going beyond just portraying the numbers 

[17]. Data visualization is a crucial area of computer science 

that has a variety of application areas. To examine individual 

datasets in many applications, a number of application-specific 

methods have been created for several medical and scientific 

domains. 

A. Public Health: 

For public health monitoring to be successful, data analysis 

and presentation must be clear and understandable. To support 

their job, health researchers require practical and clever tools. 

Cloud-based medical data visualizations must prioritize secu- 

rity [7]. Today, you can find various graphical representations 

if you open any medical or health publication. 

B. Renewal Power: 

Finding the best approach requires calculating energy usage 

in relation to production. [9] 

C. Environmental Science: 

Environmental management needs visualization as they are 

obliged to make decisions based on incredibly complex facts. 

Applications for visualisation are now being used in applied 

environmental research. [5] It is preferable to have access to 

various programs for displaying findings. 

D. Fraud Detection: 

During the preliminary stages of a fraud investigation, data 

visualisation is essential. Fraud investigators might employ 

data visualisation as a preventative detection technique to 

identify trends that indicate fraudulent behaviour. [3] 

E. Library-Decision Making: 

In conjunction with data visualisation software, librarians 

can more easily assemble and demonstrate data compiled from 

several sources. It offers students the means to communicate 

ideas in an engaging manner [11]. The  display  of  library 

data emphasizes purchasing choices, upcoming library require- 

ments, and objectives. Due to the fact that they are de facto 

professionals in the domain, librarians can assist students, 

teachers, and researchers in visualizing their data. [2] 

IV. CHALLENGES 

Animations is utilized for interactive study of time-varying 

data. By imitating the storytelling approach, it depicts temporal 

events. Users’ capacities for using data visualization and com- 

ing to judgments under time pressure vary [18]. Because of the 

vast amount of data they contain, large, time-varying data sets 

provide a significant problem for data visualization. Users may 

be able to react proactively to challenges that develop thanks 

to real-time data visualization. A method for creating The 

benefits of a data visualization technique are difficult to mea- 

sure. The existence of numerous visualization algorithms and 

related software is due to this. The majority of these programs 

do not make use of the direct manipulation and multi-touch 

engagement features of the new devices. Big data poses a 

unique set of challenges for the development of visualizations, 

both for structured and unstructured data. This is because we 

have to consider the speed, volume, and variety of the data 

[10]. A new set of issues regarding effectiveness, operability, 

and amount of differentiation provide difficulties for large data 

visualization and analysis. Setting a sizable replicated data set 

takes time and effort. Additionally, selecting the ideal picture 

for use can be challenging. Talking about the challenges that 

are faced during the implementation of different techniques in 

tableau, it becomes complicated to interpret which techniques 

have to be used based on varied conditions. Several data sets 

cannot be represented by using these normal charts. Hence, 

we have to dive into other advanced data visualizations that 

will overall justify the representation of data. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Data visualization is the practice of effectively and clearly 

displaying data in a graphical or pictorial form. For the 

analysis and interpretation of big and complicated data, it has 

become a potent and extensively used tool. It is now a quick 

and simple method of disseminating ideas in a format that is 

accessible to all. It must effectively, precisely, and transpar- 

ently convey complicated ideas. These advantages have made 

it possible for data visualization to be helpful in sever domains. 

Tableau is the much-advanced AI-paced technique that fully 

justifies data of any kind and number of dimensionalities. It 
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is equipped with thousands of features and data visualization 

technique that provides a facility for digging into a core part  

of any kind of data set and give exploration of core insights 
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